MKSSS'S CUMMINS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING
ACM-W STUDENT CHAPTER PRESENTS

DEEP LEARNING WORKSHOP

Highlights

- Understand concept of data preparation and data handling techniques using Python
- Learn theory, implementation and case study for CNN, RNN, Reinforcement Learning and GAN
- Understand various opportunities and applications areas in Deep Learning
- Certificate after successful completion

Date:
14 March - 19 March 2022

Mode of conduction: Online

Registration Fee:
Rs. 200/-

Registration link:
https://forms.gle/2BToZPaLC8xCKSDc9

For any queries contact us
Anshika Dubey - 9179753203
Gauri amin- 9850548308
Shriya Deshpande - 7776059484

BANK DETAILS FOR PAYMENT
COLLEGE NAME :- MKSS'S CUMMINS COLLEGE OF ENGINEERING, STUDENT BRANCH - CSI.
BANK :- STATE BANK OF INDIA
BRANCH - KARVENAGAR
ACCOUNT NO. :- 35559912241
IFSC CODE :- SBIN0013530
ACCOUNT TYPE :: CURRENT